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FREE DIVISORS IN PREHOMOGENEOUS VECTOR SPACES
MICHEL GRANGER, DAVID MOND, AND MATHIAS SCHULZE
Abstract. We study linear free divisors, that is, free divisors arising as dis-
criminants in prehomogeneous vector spaces, and in particular in quiver rep-
resentation spaces. We give a characterization of the prehomogeneous vector
spaces containing such linear free divisors. For reductive linear free divisors, we
prove that the numbers of geometric and representation theoretic irreducible
components coincide. As a consequence, we find that a quiver can only give
rise to a linear free divisor if it has no (oriented or unoriented) cycles. We also
deduce that the linear free divisors which appear in Sato and Kimura’s list
of irreducible prehomogeneous vector spaces are the only irreducible reductive
linear free divisors.
Furthermore, we show that all quiver linear free divisors are strongly Euler
homogeneous, that they are locally weakly quasihomogeneous at points whose
corresponding representation is not regular, and that all tame quiver linear
free divisors are locally weakly quasihomogeneous. In particular, the latter
satisfy the logarithmic comparison theorem.
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2 MICHEL GRANGER, DAVID MOND, AND MATHIAS SCHULZE
1. Introduction
A reduced hypersurface D ⊂ AnC = V is called a linear free divisor if the sheaf of
logarithmic vector fields admits a global basis of linear vector fields. It turns out
that D is then the discriminant in a prehomogeneous vector space (G, ρ, V ) with
dimG = n defined by a homogeneous polynomial f ∈ C[V ] of degree deg(f) = n.
In this sense, this class of divisors is opposite to the class of central hyperplane
arrangements, where the irreducible components are linear but the basis of loga-
rithmic vector fields is in general not. (Only the normal crossing divisor is a member
of both classes.) Recently linear free divisors have been subject to intensive research
[BM06, GMNRS09, dGMS09, Sev09].
The main two questions on linear free divisors to be considered in this article
are also central questions in the case of hyperplane arrangements:
(1) Which prehomogeneous vector spaces define linear free divisors?
(2) Which linear free divisors satisfy the logarithmic comparison theorem?
We investigate these questions in general and in the (combinatorial) special case
of linear free divisors that arise as discriminants in quiver representation spaces,
so-called quiver linear free divisors.
Concerning question (1), we give a representation theoretic characterization of
(quiver) linear free divisors in Theorems 2.1 and 3.4. Our main results in this
direction, stated in Theorems 2.7 and 3.10, can be summarized as follows.
Theorem 1.1. (1) For a linear free divisor with reductive group, the number of its
irreducible components coincides with the number of irreducible summands of the
corresponding prehomogeneous space.
(2) Quiver linear free divisors occur only in the representation spaces of quivers
without (oriented or unoriented) cycles.
In Section 2.3 we cover special cases for which we can give a complete description
of all
(1) irreducible linear free divisors with reductive group, or equivalently,
(2) linear free divisors with reductive group and 1-dimensional center, and all
(3) linear free divisors with Abelian group.
Our investigations concerning question (2) are motivated by the following result
and conjecture. Denote by j : U = V \ D →֒ V the inclusion of the complement.
One says that the logarithmic comparison theorem holds for D if the de Rham
morphism
Ω•X(logD)
// j∗Ω
•
U ≃ Rj∗CU
is a quasi–isomorphism. The name is motivated by Grothendieck’s comparison
theorem ([Gro66, Thm. 2]) which asserts that the de Rham morphism
Ω•X(∗D)
// j∗Ω
•
U ≃ Rj∗CU
is a quasi–isomorphism.
Following earlier work of Castro-Jime´nez et al. in [CJGVHHU07], Narva´ez-
Macarro [NM08, Rem. 1.7.4] proved the following sufficient condition for the loga-
rithmic comparison theorem to hold.
Theorem 1.2. Locally weakly quasihomogeneous free divisors satisfy the logarith-
mic comparison theorem.
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The following conjecture has been established for Koszul free divisors and for
free divisors in dimension up to 3 [GS06, Cor. 1.5, Thm. 1.6].
Conjecture 1.3. If a free divisor satisfies the logarithmic comparison theorem then
it must be strongly Euler homogeneous.
The homogeneity properties in Theorem 1.2 and Conjecture 1.3 are defined and
characterized in Section 2.4. Our main results in this direction, stated in Theo-
rems 3.19, 3.24, and 3.25, can be summarized as follows. We refer to a quiver linear
free divisor as tame if it is defined by a tame quiver as defined in Section 3.7.
Theorem 1.4. All quiver linear free divisors are strongly Euler homogeneous. They
are locally weakly quasihomogeneous at points whose corresponding representation
is not regular. All tame quiver linear free divisors are locally weakly quasihomoge-
neous.
Using Theorem 1.2, we derive the following
Corollary 1.5. The logarithmic comparison theorem holds for tame quiver linear
free divisors.
In Section 3.8, we study quiver linear free divisors with respect to the reflection
functors. We summarize our main results on this subject, formulated in Theo-
rem 3.29 and Corollary 3.34, in the following theorem, whose second statement is
relevant only in case of a regular generic representation, see §3.9.
Theorem 1.6. Reflection functors preserve the class of quiver linear free divisors.
Modulo reflection functors and adding arrows with associated head and tail dimen-
sions equal to 1, each equivalence class contains a divisor represented by an oriented
bipartite graph.
In Theorem 3.35, we give a simple formula for the degrees of the irreducible
components of a quiver linear free divisor.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank the anonymous referee for careful
reading and many valuable suggestions. MG and MS would like to thank David
Mond and the University of Warwick for their hospitality in July 2009. MS is
grateful to Anthony Kable for helpful conversations.
2. Linear free divisors
2.1. Definition and characterization. Consider a reduced hypersurface D ⊂
AnC = V , and let O = OV be the sheaf of regular functions. We use coordinates x =
x1, . . . , xn on V and denote by ∂ = ∂1, . . . , ∂n, where ∂i = ∂/∂xi, the corresponding
partial derivatives. One calls D a linear free divisor if the sheaf Der(− logD) of
logarithmic vector fields along D (cf. [Sai80]) is freely generated by the germs of
globally defined linear vector fields. By Saito’s criterion [Sai80, Thm. 1.8.(ii)], such
a D is the zero locus of the reduced homogeneous polynomial
(2.1) f = det(δi(xj)) ∈ C[V ]
of degree n, where δ1, . . . , δn is any basis of the Lie algebra
(2.2) l := Γ(V,L)0 = 〈δ1, . . . , δn〉C, L := Der(− logD),
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of global linear logarithmic vector fields. We call such as basis δ1, . . . , δn a Saito
basis for D. Conversely, for any n-dimensional Lie algebra of linear vector fields l,
f defines a linear free divisor if it is reduced.
In more abstract terms, D is a linear free divisor if the inclusion l →֒ Γ(V,L)
gives rise to an isomorphism of free O-modules
l⊗C O ∼= L.
Then
∧n
l and
∧n
(Γ(V,DerCO)−1) are one dimensional subspaces of
∧n
Γ(V,DerCO)
and f ∈ C[V ] is defined by
f ·
n∧
(Γ(V,DerCO)−1) =
n∧
l
up to a constant multiple.
In terms of algebraic group actions, linear freeness can be described as follows.
For a general D, define G to be the largest connected subgroup of GL(V ) preserv-
ing D. Denote by ρ : G → GL(V ) the inclusion. By [GMNRS09, Lem. 2.2] the
infinitesimal action of G gives rise to an isomorphism
(2.3) ω0 : g→ l, A 7→ x
tAt∂,
where g is the Lie algebra of G, inducing a map
(2.4) ω : g⊗O → L.
So D is linear free if and only if the latter map is an isomorphism. Brion gave the
following characterization of linear freeness in the unpublished notes [Bri07b].
Theorem 2.1. D is linear free if and only if the following conditions hold:
(1) V \D is a unique G-orbit, and the corresponding isotropy groups are finite.
(2) The smooth part in D of each irreducible component of D is a unique G-
orbit, and the corresponding isotropy groups are extensions of finite groups
by the multiplicative group Gm.
Proof. By reflexivity of L and since SingD has codimension 2, (2.4) being an iso-
morphism can be checked on V \ SingD. In the terminology of [Bri07a], this
condition means that the pair (V \SingD,D\SingD) is log parallelizable under G.
So the “only if” statement follows from Proposition 2.1.2 in loc. cit. applied to the
(smooth) logarithmic strata S0 = V \D and the irreducible components S1, . . . , Sk
of D \SingD. In our situation, this proposition states that (V \SingD,D \SingD)
is log parallelizable under G along S ∈ {S0, . . . , Sk} exactly if S is a unique G-orbit
and the differential dρx of the normal action ρx of Gx at x ∈ S is an isomorphism.
In case these equivalent conditions hold true, the proof yields for each x ∈ Sj ,
j = 1, . . . , k, an isomorphism of exact sequences
(2.5) 0 // gx //
dρx

g //
ωx

g/gx // _
ωx

0
0 // NSj/V,x // L/mxL // TxSj // 0
Cx1∂1 Cx1∂1 ⊕
⊕n
i−2 C∂i
⊕n
i−2C∂i
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where D is defined by x1 in the completion Oˆx. The map dρx is the differential of
the normal action and ωx and ωx are induced by ω from (2.4). We shall get back
to this diagram after the proof.
For the “if” statement one has to show that dρx is an isomorphism for x ∈
V \ Sing(D), using [Bri07a, Prop. 2.1.2] again. This is clear for x ∈ S0 by assump-
tion (1). For x ∈ Sj , j = 1, . . . , k, the normal action of the reductive subgroup
Gm ⊆ Gx from assumption (2) is induced by an action on a line L transversal to
D at x through some character. Since L ∩ S0 is dense in L, this character can not
be trivial in view of (1). 
Consider a linear free D ⊂ V defined by f ∈ C[V ]. Then (G, ρ, V ) is a prehomo-
geneous vector space and f is a relative invariant polynomial associated to some
(non-trivial) character χ ∈ X∗(G) by
(2.6) f(ρ(g)x) = χ(g)f(x).
This equality can be differentiated to
(2.7) ω0(A)(f) = 〈dρ(A)x,∇f〉 = dχ(A)f.
Define H = GL(V )◦f ⊂ G where GL(V )f = kerχ is the isotropy group of f and
denote by h = ker dχ the Lie algebra of H . The analogue of L in (2.4) for g replaced
by h is then
H = Der(− log f) := Der(− logD) ∩ ker(df).
Definition 2.2. We call D reductive or Abelian if H , or equivalently G, has the
corresponding property. We call D semisimple if H is semisimple.
Note that D is semisimple or Abelian if and only if h, has the corresponding
property. However reductivity ofD can not be seen from the Lie algebra structure of
g only; it is equivalent to complete reducibility of the representation dρ : g→ gl(V ).
Note also that D is semisimple if and only if D is reductive and V is irreducible.
Proposition 2.3. Let D be a linear free divisor in V . Then the G-orbits in The-
orem 2.1.(2) are also H-orbits with finite isotropy groups. For t 6= 0, the level sets
Dt = Z(f − t) ⊂ V \D are closed H-orbits with finite isotropy groups.
Proof. As in [GMNRS09, Lem. 2.2], one shows that ω0(h) = Γ(V,H)0. Then ω
from (2.4) induces an isomorphism
(2.8) ω : h⊗O → H
and hence ωx(h) = H/mxL. In (2.5), we may assume that x1 is the image of f .
Then, for each x ∈ Sj , j = 1, . . . , k, Tx(ρ(H)x) = ωx(h) =
⊕n
i−2C∂i = TxSj and
hence hx = 0. This proves the first statement.
As Dt ⊂ V \D = S0 for t ∈ C∗, Dt is (n − 1)-dimensional and connected. Thus
ρ(H)x = Dt and the second statement follows. 
2.2. The reductive case.
Proposition 2.4. Let D be a reductive linear free divisor in V . Then each H-orbit
in D contains 0 in its closure. In particular, {0} is the only closed H-orbit in D,
or G-orbit in V .
Proof. For the action of H on D, any invariant homogeneous polynomial must be
constant by Proposition 2.3. So D is the null cone and 0 is in the closure of each
H-orbit, see [Dol03, §8.1]. 
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As the character χ is non-trivial it is surjective and hence f : V → C is surjec-
tive. The following corollary is therefore a consequence of Proposition 2.4 and the
quotient criterion in [Kra84, Satz II.3.4].
Corollary 2.5. If D is a reductive linear free divisor then f : V → C is an H-
quotient with null cone D. In particular, C[V ]H = C[f ].
Lemma 2.6. For a reductive linear free divisor D with group G, the number of
irreducible components of D equals the dimension of the center of G. In particular,
D is irreducible if and only if H is semisimple.
Proof. We assume that G is reductive, soG = Z ·S is an almost direct product of the
connected center Z and the derived group S which is semisimple. Each irreducible
component Di = Si, i = 1, . . . , k, of D is defined by a relative invariant polynomial
fi ∈ C[V ] with an associated character χi as in (2.6). These characters form a basis
of the group X∗0(G) of all characters corresponding to relative invariants ([SK77,
§4, Lem. 4]), and the product of the fi is a reduced equation of D. For any point
p ∈ S0 = V \D, this group X
∗
0(G) is the subgroup of χ ∈ X
∗(G) with kerχ ⊇ Gp
(which is independent of the choice of p ∈ S0 since all the corresponding isotropy
groups are conjugate). For the orbit map G→ Gp = S0 identifies the Gp-invariant
functions on G with functions on S0. So a character χ that is trivial on Gp gives
rise to a function f on S0, which, as is easy to check, is then a relative invariant
with character χ.
Taking the #Gp-th power, induces the second inclusion in the chain
X∗0(G) ⊆ X
∗(G) →֒ X∗0(G),
which proves the second equality in
(2.9) k = rkX∗0(G) = rkX
∗(G) = rkX∗(Z) = dimZ.
The third equality is proved similarly using finiteness of Z ∩ S and that X∗(S) = 1
by semisimplicity of S. 
Theorem 2.7. For a reductive linear free divisor D ⊂ V with group G, the irre-
ducible G-modules in V are pairwise non-isomorphic, and their number equals the
number of irreducible components of D.
Proof. We continue using the notation from the proof of Lemma 2.6. Consider the
decomposition of V into irreducible G-modules
(2.10) V = V1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vℓ,
and hence, G ⊂ GL(V1)× · · · ×GL(Vℓ). Denote by Zi ∼= Gm the center of GL(Vi),
and by zi its Lie algebra. Then Z acts by a character σi on each Vi and S ⊆
SL(V1)×· · ·×SL(Vℓ), since the latter is the derived group of GL(V1)×· · ·×GL(Vℓ).
We obtain a homomorphism
(2.11) Z/(Z ∩ S) ∼= G/S →֒
GL(V1)× · · · ×GL(Vℓ)
SL(V1)× · · · × SL(Vℓ)
∼= Z1 × · · · × Zℓ ∼= G
ℓ
m
where Z ∩ S is finite. In particular, k ≤ ℓ by (2.9) and (2.11), which is indeed a
well known fact for more general reductive prehomogeneous vector spaces.
To see the opposite inequality in our case, it suffices to show that Zi ∼= 1× · · · ×
1 × Zi × 1 × · · · × 1 ⊂ GL(V ) lies in G for all i = 1, . . . , ℓ, which makes (2.11)
an isomorphism. To this end, let Γ denote the centralizer of G in GL(V ). As Γ
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permutes the G-orbits, it must preserve the open orbit S0 = V \D and hence D.
Thus, Γ ⊂ G, by definition of G, and hence
Z1 × · · · × Zℓ ⊂ Γ = Z.
In particular, Γ = Z is commutative and Z ∩ S in (2.11) is trivial. But then the Vi
must be pairwise non-isomorphic. Indeed, Zi× 1 does not commute with switching
factors in Vi ⊕ Vi. 
Remark 2.8. Theorem 2.7 and its proof applies to the more general case where
(G, ρ, V ) is a reductive prehomogeneous vector space with (possibly non-reduced)
discriminant D if ρ(G) contains its centralizer in GL(V ). In particular this holds
if ρ(G) contains all linear transformations preserving D.
Example 2.9. Consider G = GLn(C) acting on V = gln(C) by left-multiplication.
The discriminant is the non-reduced divisor D defined by detn. But as G-module,
V decomposes as a direct sum of the n “column subspaces”. So the equality of
Theorem 2.7 does not hold in general for discriminants in prehomogeneous vector
spaces. In view of Remark 2.8, what fails here is that the right-multiplications,
which do preserve D, are not all in G. However, in this example the number of
components of D, counting multiplicity, is still equal to the number of irreducible
summands in the representation.
2.3. Special cases. Based on Theorem 2.7 and the classification of irreducible
prehomogeneous vector spaces by Sato and Kimura [SK77], we can give a complete
description of all semisimple (i.e. irreducible reductive) linear free divisors.
In [SK77, §2], Sato and Kimura introduce the notion of castling transformation.
Let (SLn,Λ1, V (n)) denote the standard n-dimensional representation of SLn. Two
representations (G, ρ, V ) and (G′, ρ′, V ′) are said to be castling transformations of
one another if there exists a third representation (G˜, ρ˜, V (m)) such that
(2.12) (G, ρ, V ) ≃ (G˜× SLn, ρ˜⊗ Λ1, V (m)⊗ V (n))
and
(2.13) (G′, ρ′, V ′) ≃ (G˜× SLm−n, ρ˜
∗ ⊗ Λ1, V (m)
∗ ⊗ V (m− n))
where ρ˜∗ is the contragredient representation of ρ˜ on the dual vector space V (m)∗
of V (m). Two representations (G, ρ, V ) and (G′, ρ′, V ′) are said to be in the same
castling class, written (G, ρ, V ) ∼ (G′, ρ′, V ′), if they are related by a finite number
of castling transformations. In [SK77, §4, Prop. 18], it is shown that there is a one-
to-one correspondence between relative invariants of representations related in this
way, which, moreover, preserves the property of irreducibility. In addition, when
(G, ρ, V ) and (G′, ρ′, V ′) are related as in (2.12) and (2.13), and relative invariants
f and f ′ correspond to one another, there is an integer d such that deg f = nd and
deg f ′ = (m− n)d.
We briefly review the proof from [SK77]. Identify V (m) ⊗ V (n) with the space
M(m,n) of m × n matrices, and V (m)∗ ⊗ V (m − n) with M(m,m − n). The
representations ρ˜⊗ Λ1 and ρ˜∗ ⊗ Λ1 are defined by
(g1, g2) · (xi,j) = g1(xi,j)g
t
2, (g1, g2) · (yi,j) = (g
t
1)
−1(yi,j)g
t
2,
respectively. Let SI(ρ˜⊗Λ1) and SI(ρ˜∗ ⊗Λ1) be the algebras of polynomial relative
invariant for ρ˜ ⊗ Λ1 and for ρ˜∗ ⊗ Λ1 respectively. Any member f of SI(ρ˜ ⊗ Λ1)
must in particular be an absolute invariant for Λ1, and thus, by e.g. [Wey97, p. 45],
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must be a polynomial F in the n × n minors of (xi,j). One should think of F
as a polynomial in the homogeneous coordinate ring of the Plu¨cker embedding of
Gr(n,m) in P
∧n
Cm. Similarly, any member of SI(ρ˜∗ ⊗ Λ1) must be a polynomial
in the (m − n) × (m − n) minors of (yi,j). For any sequence I = i1, . . . , in of
integers in {1, . . . ,m}, let Xi1,...,in denote the determinant of the matrix formed by
rows i1, . . . , in of (xi,j). Similarly, let Yj1,...,jm−n denote the determinant of rows
j1, . . . , jm−n of (yi,j). There is a natural signed bijection between these two sets of
minors,
XI 7→ Y
′
I := sign(I, I
c)YIc
where |I| = n, Ic is the complement of I in {1, . . . ,m}, and sign(I, Ic) is the
sign of the permutation I, Ic of 1, . . . ,m. This bijection gives rise to an algebra
isomorphism
(2.14) Φ: C[(XI)|I|=n]→ C[(YJ )|J|=m−n]
sending F ((XI)) to F ((Y
′
I )). It is well defined because the relations between the XI
are the same as the relations between the Y ′J : both are the Plu¨cker relations, gen-
erating the ideals of the (isomorphic) embeddings of the Grassmannians Gr(n,m)
and Gr(m − n,m) in P
∧n
Cm and in P
∧m−n
Cm respectively. Sato and Kimura
show that Φ is G˜-equivariant, and from this, [SK77, §4, Prop. 18] follows.
The following proposition summarizes results explicitly and implicitly contained
in [SK77].
Proposition 2.10. Suppose that (G, ρ, V ) ∼ (G′, ρ′, V ′). Then the following state-
ments holds true:
(1) The generic isotropy subgroups of (G, ρ, V ) and (G′, ρ′, V ′) are isomorphic.
(2) dimG− dimV = dimG′ − dim V ′.
(3) If (G, ρ, V ) is a prehomogeneous vector space then so is (G′, ρ′, V ′).
(4) If (G, ρ, V ) is a prehomogeneous vector space and the complement of the
open orbit is a linear free divisor with group G, then the same goes for
(G′, ρ′, V ′), mutatis mutandis. The number of irreducible components of
these divisors are the same.
Proof.
(1) is proved in [SK77, §2, Prop. 9].
(2) follows from the construction, and
(3) follows from (1) and (2).
(4) Suppose that dimG = dimV and (G, ρ, V ) is prehomogeneous. Denote the
complements of the open orbits in V and V ′ byD andD′. IfD is a linear free divisor
with group G, then dimG = dimV = degD, and so by (2), dimG′ = dimV ′.
The defining equation of the discriminant in a prehomogeneous vector space is
the product of generators of the semigroup of polynomial relative invariants. The
isomorphism Φ of (2.14) induces an isomorphism between the respective semigroups
of polynomial relative invariants, multiplying each degree by (m−n)/n. This shows
that also degD′ = dimV ′. So D′ is a linear free divisor with group G′.

In [SK77], Sato and Kimura classified all irreducible prehomogeneous vector
spaces up to castling transformations. We have seen in Theorem 2.7 that semisimple
(i.e. irreducible reductive) linear free divisors live in irreducible representations of
their group. Thus, up to castling transformations, every semisimple linear free
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divisor appears as the complement of the open orbit in one of the prehomogeneous
vector spaces classified in [SK77]. We obtain
Theorem 2.11. Up to castling transformations, there are only four semisimple
(i.e. irreducible reductive) linear free divisors:
(1) D = {0} ⊂ C with H = {e}.
(2) D = Z(y2z2 − 4xz3 − 4y3w + 18xyzw − 27w2x2) ⊂ C4 with G = GL2(C)
(and H = SL2(C)) acting naturally on S
3C2 ∼= C4 from [SK77, §5, Prop. 6]
(see also [GMNRS09, Ex. 1.4.(2), Tab. 6.1]).
(3) D ⊂ C12 with G = SL3(C) × GL2(C) (and H = SL3(C) × SL2(C)) from
[SK77, §5, Prop. 11].
(4) D ⊂ C40 with G = SL5(C) × GL4(C) (and H = SL5(C) × SL4(C)) from
[SK77, §5, Prop. 15].
The next result describes the opposite extreme of Abelian linear free divisors.
Theorem 2.12. The normal crossing divisors are the only Abelian linear free di-
visors.
Proof. Let D be a linear free divisor. By [GMNRS09, Thm. 6.1], l has a basis
σ1, . . . , σs, ν1, . . . , νn−s where the σi are simultaneously diagonalizable and the νi
are nilpotent. It is sufficient to assume only that [σi, νj ] = 0. Then there is a
coordinate system x1, . . . , xn on V such that the σi are diagonal and the νi are block
diagonal with respect to the largest blocks in which each σi has a single eigenvalue.
In each such block, the νi can be made simultaneously strictly triangular. Assume
that there is a block of size at least 2× 2. Then the defining equation f of D from
(2.1) is the determinant of a matrix of the form

x1 x2 · · ·
0 0 · · ·
...
...
0 0 · · ·
0 x1 · · ·
...
...
0 x1 · · ·


,
and hence divisible by x21. As D is reduced, all blocks have size 1 × 1 and hence
s = n. But the σ1, . . . , σn are linearly independent, and hence we can assume that
σi = xi∂xi and then f = x1 · · ·xn defines a normal crossing divisor D. 
Computer calculations of Saito bases for linear free divisors typically result in
vector fields in which each coefficient is a scalar multiple of a single coordinate
function. This is easily explained by the following lemma, which reveals also a less
obvious property.
Lemma 2.13. Let T be the torus consisting of the set of diagonal matrices in G,
and let λi : T → C∗ be the character assigning to t ∈ T its i’th diagonal element.
Suppose that λi 6= λj for i 6= j. Then there exists a basis for g consisting of matrices
with at most one entry in each row and column.
Proof. Under the adjoint action of T , g decomposes into a direct sum of eigenspaces.
If a = (ai,j)1≤i,j≤n ∈ g is an eigenvector for Ad then (Adt(a))i,j = λi(t)λj(t)
−1ai,j ,
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and so the quantity λi(t)λj(t)
−1 is the same for all i, j such that ai,j 6= 0. If
ai,j 6= 0 6= ai,k for some i and some j 6= k then λj(t) = λk(t) for all t, contradicting
the hypothesis. Similarly if ai,j 6= 0 6= ak,j for some j and some i 6= k. Thus an
eigenbasis of g has the required property. 
As any torus can be diagonalized, Lemma 2.13 applies in particular to a maximal
torus in G. Both a high multihomogeneity and a high diversity of weights contribute
to fulfill the hypothesis of Lemma 2.13. For instance, a single homogeneity with
all weights different, or a maximal multihomogeneity with all weights zero or one
(normal crossing divisor) suffice to apply the lemma. Lemma 2.13 clearly implies
the following
Proposition 2.14. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 2.13, L has a Saito basis as
in (2.2) with the following two properties:
(1) Each coefficient of each vector field in the basis is a scalar multiple of a
single coordinate function.
(2) For each vector field in the basis, no two of its non-zero coefficients are
divisible by the same coordinate function.
Proposition 2.15. Proposition 2.14 applies to all irreducible reductive linear free
divisors.
Proof. It is straightforward to check, using the details of the representations given
in [SK77], that the hypothesis of Lemma 2.13 holds for each of the three irreducible
linear free divisors listed in Theorem 2.11. The proposition will be proved by show-
ing that if two linear free divisors are in the same castling class, then the hypothesis
of Lemma 2.13 holds for both, or for neither. To see this, notice that this hypothe-
sis certainly holds for the standard n-dimensional representation (SLn,Λ1, V (n)) of
SLn. Let (G, ρ, V ) be any representation. Then it is easy to see that the following
three statements are equivalent:
(1) The hypothesis of Lemma 2.13 holds for (G, ρ, V ).
(2) The hypothesis of Lemma 2.13 holds for (G× SLn, ρ⊗ Λ1, V ⊗ V (n)).
(3) The hypothesis of Lemma 2.13 holds for (G, ρ∗, V ∗).
For example, to see the equivalence of (1) and (2), let TG and Tn−1 be maximal
tori in G and SLn respectively, and pick bases u1, . . . , um and v1, . . . , vm of V and
V (n) respectively, that diagonalize these tori. Then ui ⊗ vj , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
is a basis for V ⊗V (n) and TG×Tn−1 is a maximal torus in G×SLn. Denote by λi
and µj the diagonal characters on G associated with the basis elements ui ∈ V and
vj ∈ V (n), and by λi,j the diagonal character associated to the basis element ui⊗vj
of V ⊗ V (n). Then for (s, t) ∈ TG × Tn−1 we have λi,j(s, t) = λi(s)µj(t). From
this, and the fact that the hypothesis holds for (SLn,Λ1, V (n)), the equivalence of
(1) and (2) is clear.
From the equivalence of the three statements it now follows that the hypothesis
of Lemma 2.13 holds for
(
G × SLn, ρ × Λ1, V ⊗ V (n)
)
if and only if it holds for(
G × SLm−n, ρ∗ ⊗ Λ1, V ∗ ⊗ V (m − n)
)
. In view of the definition of castling given
in (2.12) and (2.13), this immediately establishes that it holds for all the members
of a castling class, or for none. 
In Proposition 3.12 below we use Theorem 2.7 to show that Proposition 2.14
applies in the case of linear free divisors arising from quiver representations.
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2.4. Euler homogeneity and weak quasi-homogeneity. A hypersurface D in
V is Euler homogeneous at p ∈ D if f ∈ mp〈
∂f
∂xi
〉 for some, and hence any, local
defining equation f of D at p. This condition can be rephrased by saying that
χ(f) = f for some vector field χ ∈ Der(− logD)p with χ(p) = 0. Such a vector field
is called an Euler vector field at p. If the preceding condition holds for all p ∈ D,
then D is called strongly Euler homogeneous.
Proposition 2.16. A linear free divisor D is Euler homogeneous at p ∈ D if and
only if G◦p 6⊆ H.
Proof. For a linear free divisorD, Euler homogeneity at p is equivalent to ω0(id)(p) ∈
ω0(h)(p) [GMNRS09, Lem. 7.5]. This means that ω0(id)(p) = ω0(A)(p) for some
A ∈ h and hence ω0(id−A)(p) = 0 or id−A ∈ gp. As g = C id×h, this is equivalent
to gp 6⊆ h. The claim follows. 
Remark 2.17. The “if” part of Proposition 2.16 holds more generally for a pre-
homogeneous vector space (G, ρ, V ), a relative invariant f ∈ C[V ] with associated
character χ, H = kerχ, and D = Z(f).
An algebraic hypersurface D ⊂ V is weakly quasihomogeneous at p ∈ D, if f =
(x1, . . . , xn)A(x)(
∂f
∂xi
)t ∈ m〈 ∂f∂xi 〉 with A(0) having only non negative eigenvalues for
some, and hence any, local defining equation f of D at p. We notice this condition
implies Euler homogeneity and that, by [GS06, Lem. 2.4], A(0) has at least one
positive eigenvalue.
By [Sch07], weak quasi-homogeneity means that, after a suitable analytic coor-
dinate change, D is defined at p by a quasihomogeneous polynomial with respect
to non-negative weights. If the preceding condition holds for all p ∈ D, then D is
called locally weakly quasihomogeneous. If the attribute “weakly” is dropped, this
means that all weights have to be strictly positive.
We call a representation ρ : G→ GL(V ) positive if the convex hull of its weights
does not contain 0, and non-negative if the interior of the convex hull of its weights
does not contain 0.
Proposition 2.18. Let D be a linear free divisor in V . Then D is quasihomo-
geneous (weakly quasihomogeneous) at p if the normal representation ρp : Gp →
GL(TpV/Tp(Gp)) is positive (non-negative).
Proof. Assume that ρp is positive and set Np = TpV/Tp(Gp). Then there is a 1-
PSG λ : Gm → Gp → GL(Np) that is positive on the weights of ρp. As Gm ⊂ Gp is
reductive and preserves both TpV and Tp(Gp), there is an affine linear transversal
Sp ⊂ V to the orbit Gp at p such that λ restricts to λ′ : Gm → GL(Sp). Then
Sp → Np is an isomorphism and hence λ′ is positive on its weights. This means
that λ′ defines an Euler vector field at p with strictly positive weights forD′ = D∩S.
But locally analytically (D, p) =
(
A
dim(Gp)
C , 0
)
× (D′, p) and hence with D′ also D
is quasihomogeneous at p. This statement about weak quasihomogeneity is proved
analogously. 
3. Quiver representations
3.1. The category of quiver representations. A quiver (Q0, Q1, s, t) consists
of a finite set Q0 of vertices, a finite set Q1 of arrows, and source and target maps
s, t : Q1 → Q0. Without loss of generality, we shall always assume that Q is a
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connected graph. A Q-representation M = (Vi, fα) consists of a family of finite
C-vector spaces Vi, i ∈ Q0, and a family of homomorphisms fα ∈ Hom(Vsα, Vtα),
α ∈ Q1. We write dim(M) = (dim Vi)i∈Q0 ∈ N
Q0 for its dimension vector. Ho-
momorphisms φ = (φi)i∈Q0 : M → N , φi ∈ Hom(Vi,Wi), of two Q-representations
M = (Vi, fα) and N = (Wi, gα) are defined by the obvious commutativity condition
gα ◦ φsα = φtα ◦ fα.
To a Q-representation M = (Vi, fα) on can associate the vector space V =⊕
i∈Q0
Vi, maps fα : V → V , α ∈ Q1, induced by fα and the projection maps
fi : V → Vi →֒ V , i ∈ Q0. These maps satisfy the relations f
2
i = fi and fαfsα =
fα = ftαfα and all other products are zero. The path algebra CQ of Q is the
associative algebra on the symbols ei, i ∈ Q0, and eα, α ∈ Q1, subject to the
preceding relations. It is finite C-dimensional if and only if Q has no oriented
loops. Note that
(3.1) 1 =
∑
i∈Q0
ei
is a decomposition into orthogonal idempotents. Clearly V becomes a CQ-module
by ei 7→ fi and eα 7→ fα.
This construction gives rise to the following equivalence [Bri08, Prop. 1.2.2].
Proposition 3.1. The category of Q-representations is equivalent to that of left
CQ-modules.
This is the starting point for the study of quiver representations based on general
module theory over an associative finite C-dimensional algebra. For background in
this area we suggest [Bri08] and [CB92], and the more encyclopedic [ARO97]. Since
it more directly concerns linear free divisors, we also cite [BM06], though the proof
of the main theorem therein ([BM06, Cor. 5.5]) is considerably simplified below (see
Theorem 3.13).
It follows from the Fitting Decomposition that M is an indecomposable CQ-
module if and only if EndCQM = C idM ⊕I where I is a nilpotent ideal [Bri08,
Lem. 1.3.3]. From this one deduces the following result [Bri08, Thm. 1.3.4].
Theorem 3.2. Let M be a finite C-dimensional CQ-module and M =
⊕s
i=1 riMi
its decomposition into indecomposables Mi (withMi 6∼=Mj if i 6= j). Then EndCQM =
B ⊕ I where B ∼=
∏s
i=1Matri×ri(C) and I is a nilpotent ideal.
The automorphism group AutQ(M) of a Q-representationM is affine open in its
Lie algebra EndQ(M) and hence connected. This yields the following description
of AutQ(M) [Bri08, Prop. 2.2.1].
Proposition 3.3. Let M be a Q-representation with decomposition into indecom-
posables M =
⊕s
i=1 riMi. Then AutQ(M)
∼= U⋊
∏s
i=1GLri(C) where U is a closed
normal unipotent subgroup.
The category of CQ-modules is hereditary, that is, every submodule of a pro-
jective CQ-module is itself projective. For this reason the projective dimension of
every CQ-module is at most 1. In fact, by (3.1), the left CQ-modules P (i) = CQei
are projective indecomposables and each left CQ-module M has a standard projec-
tive resolution
0 //
⊕
α∈Q1
P (tα)⊗ esαM
u
//
⊕
i∈Q0
P (i)⊗ eiM
v
// M // 0
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where u(a ⊗ m) = aα ⊗ m − a ⊗ αm on the α-summand and v is the canonical
multiplication map [Bri08, Prop. 1.4.1]. Since all higher Ext groups vanish, instead
of Ext1Q(M,N) we write ExtQ(M,N).
Using the isomorphism HomCQ(P (e),M) ∼= eM defined by evaluation at the
idempotent e, one obtains the Ringel exact sequence [Bri08, Cor. 1.4.2]
(3.2) 0 // HomQ(M,N) //
⊕
i∈Q0
Hom(Vi,Wi) EDBC
GF@A
cM,N
//
⊕
α∈Q1
Hom(Vsα,Wtα) // ExtQ(M,N) // 0
associated to two Q-representations M = (Vi, fα) and N = (Wi, gα), where
cM,N ((φi)i∈Q0) = (φtαfα − gαφsα)α∈Q1 .
For M = N it induces an exact sequence
(3.3) 0 // EndQ(M) //
⊕
i∈Q0
End(Vi) EDBC
GF@A
cM
//
⊕
α∈Q1
Hom(Vsα, Vtα) // ExtQ(M) // 0
where cM = cM,M and ExtQ(M) = ExtQ(M,M) denotes the self-extensions of M .
In [BM06] this sequence is interpreted in terms of deformation theory, and ExtQ(M)
is identified as the T 1 (set of isomorphism classes of infinitesimal deformations) of
the CQ-module M . See also the discussion in Section 3.2.
The Euler form on QQ0 is defined by
〈m,n〉Q =
∑
i∈Q0
mini −
∑
α∈Q1
msαntα = 〈m,En〉
where E is the Euler matrix defined by
E = I −A, A = (#{α ∈ Q1 | sα = i, tα = j})i,j .
The Tits form is the associated quadratic form
(3.4) qQ(n) = 〈n, n〉Q
and the Cartan matrix C = E +Et defines the associated symmetric bilinear form
(m,n)Q = 〈m,n〉Q + 〈n,m〉Q = 〈m,Cn〉.
For dimension vectors m = dim(M) and n = dim(N) it follows from (3.2) and (3.3)
that
〈m,n〉Q = dimHomQ(M,N)− dimExtQ(M,N),
qQ(m) = dimEndQ(M)− dimExtQ(M).(3.5)
By abuse of notation, we shall write 〈M,N〉Q for 〈dim(M), dim(N)〉Q and similarly
for qQ. For M = (Vi, fα), we shall sometimes abbreviate M(i) = Vi, M(α) = fα,
sM =
⊕
α∈Q1
Vsα, and tM =
⊕
α∈Q1
Vtα.
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3.2. Quiver representation spaces. Choosing bases of the Vi, eachQ-representation
V with fixed dimension vector d = (dim Vi)i∈Q0 can be considered as a point
(xα)α∈Q1 in the representation space
(3.6) Rep(Q, d) =
⊕
i→j∈Q1
Hom(Cdi ,Cdj ) =
⊕
i→j∈Q1
Matdj×di(C)
on which the group GL(Q, d) =
∏
i∈Q0
GLdi(C) acts by
(gi)i∈Q0 (xα)α∈Q1 = (gtαxαg
−1
sα )α∈Q1 .
In this way the GL(Q, d)-orbits in Rep(Q, d) correspond to the isomorphism classes
of Q-representations with dimension vector d. Note that the central subgroup
C∗ id ⊂ GL(Q, d) acts trivially on Rep(Q, d), so GL(Q, d) acts via PGL(Q, d) =
GL(Q, d)/C∗ id, and that, by the connectedness ofQ, PGL(Q, d) →֒ GL(Rep(Q, d)).
The isotropy group of M ∈ Rep(Q, d) for the actions of GL(Q, d) and PGL(Q, d)
can be identified with AutQ(M) and AutQ(M)/(C
∗ idM ).
In the the sequence (3.3), cM can be identified with the differential at id of the
orbit map GL(Q, d) ∋ g 7→ g · M ∈ Rep(Q, d). This identifies EndQ(M) with
the isotropy Lie algebra of M in gl(Q, d) and ExtQ(M) with the normal space in
Rep(Q, d) to the orbit GL(Q, d)M at M , that is,
(3.7) ExtQ(M) = Rep(Q, d)/TM (GL(Q, d)M)
Note that c corresponds to ω0 in (2.3).
The following consequences of Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 3.3 are inspired by
[Bri07b]. Let d be a sincere dimension vector on a quiver Q, that is, di ≥ 1 for all
i ∈ Q0. We shall say that (Q, d) defines a linear free divisor D, and call D a quiver
linear free divisor, if the discriminant of the action of GL(Q, d) on Rep(Q, d) is a
linear free divisor D with associated group
G := PGL(Q, d)
as in §2.1. Any such D is a reductive linear free divisor.
A Q-representation M is called a brick if EndQ(M) = C idM and d is called a
Schur root if Rep(Q, d) contains a brick.
Theorem 3.4. (Q, d) defines a linear free divisor if and only if the following con-
ditions are fulfilled:
(1) qQ(d) = 1
(2) d is a Schur root.
(3) dimC EndQ(N) = 2 for any minimal degeneration N ∈ Rep(Q, d).
Condition (3) can be replaced by one of the following:
(3’) dimC ExtQ(N) = 1 for any minimal degeneration N ∈ Rep(Q, d).
(3”) All minimal degenerations lie in orbits of codimension 1.
Proof. Recall that AutQ(N) is connected and that AutQ(N)/(C
∗ id) can be iden-
tified with the isotropy group GN of N ∈ Rep(Q, d). By the following Remark 3.5,
we can assume N in (3) to be decomposable. Then, by Proposition 3.3, (3) is
equivalent to AutQ(N) ∼= G2m.
Assume that (Q, d) defines a linear free divisor. Then, forM ∈ V \D, the second
condition in Theorem 2.1.(1) becomes AutQ(M) = C
∗ idM , and hence M is a brick
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and (2) holds true. The first condition in Theorem 2.1.(1) implies
qQ(d) = dimGL(Q, d)− dimRep(Q, d)
= dimGL(Q, d)− dim(GL(Q, d)M) = dimAutQ(M)
and hence (1). Similarly, the conditions in Theorem 2.1.(2) imply (3) and (1).
By reversing these equalities, (1) and (2) show that a brick M has an orbit of
dimension dim(GL(Q, d)M) = dimRep(Q, d), which is then open. Note that, in
an irreducible variety, open and dense are equivalent properties of orbits and that
such orbits are unique. Then (1) and (3) force the complement D of the open orbit
to be a hypersurface and imply the conditions in Theorem 2.1.(2).
The last statement follows from (3.3). 
Remark 3.5. By Kac’s theorem [KR86, Thm. 4.3], conditions (1) and (2) in The-
orem 3.4 can be rephrased by saying that d is a real Schur root and in this case
there is a unique orbit of indecomposables. By (3.3) and Theorem 3.2, this orbit is
open and consists of bricks.
Corollary 3.6. Let (Q, d) define a linear free divisor D. Then the following state-
ments hold:
(1) Up to isomorphism, there is a unique indecomposable Q-representation M
with dimM = d. Moreover, M is a brick in the open orbit Rep(Q, d) \D.
(2) Any minimal degeneration N is the direct sum N1⊕N2 of two non-isomorphic
bricks.
Proof.
(1) This follows from Remark 3.5.
(2) This follows from Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.4.(3).

A representation N of a quiver Q is rigid if it has no non-trivial deformations;
this is equivalent to the infinitesimal condition ExtQ(N) = 0. The following result
refines the statement in Corollary 3.6.(2).
Proposition 3.7. Let (Q, d) define a linear free divisor D, and let N ∈ Rep(Q, d)
be a minimal degeneration. Then N = N1 ⊕N2 for two uniquely determined rigid
submodules N1 and N2 whose dimension vectors d1 and d2 are real Schur roots.
After perhaps permuting N1 and N2, they satisfy the following conditions:
EndQ(Ni) = C idNi , HomQ(N1, N2) = 0 = HomQ(N2, N1),(3.8)
ExtQ(Ni) = 0, ExtQ(N1, N2) = 0, ExtQ(N2, N1) = C.(3.9)
Proof. By Corollary 3.6.(2) and Theorem 3.4.(3), we have N = N1 ⊕ N2 satisfy-
ing the conditions in (3.8). The representations N1 and N2 are unique because
HomQ(Ni, N) = HomQ(Ni, N1) ⊕ HomQ(Ni, N2) is 1-dimensional for i ∈ {1, 2},
and therefore must be generated by the canonical inclusion Ni →֒ N1 ⊕N2 = N .
The representation Ni is rigid for i ∈ {1, 2} because for any representation
N ′i ∈ Rep(Q, di) in a sufficiently small neighborhood of Ni, the representation
N ′i
⊕
Nj, where {i, j} = {1, 2}, is in D by Corollary 3.6.(2) and therefore in the
orbit of N , since this orbit is open in D. The resulting isomorphism N ′i
⊕
Nj → N
sends N ′i to Ni by the unicity of N1 and N2.
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By (3.7), ExtQ(N) =
⊕2
i,j=1 ExtQ(Ni, Nj) is 1-dimensional, and ExtQ(Ni, Ni) =
0 for i ∈ {1, 2} by the rigidity of Ni. Therefore the conditions in (3.9) are satisfied
after reordering N1 and N2. Now (3.5) shows that qQ(Ni) = 1 for i ∈ {1, 2} and
by rigidity this implies that d1 and d2 are real Schur roots. 
The representation N in Proposition 3.7 is, of course, a split extension of N2 by
N1. Where can we find a non-split extension? The answer is that every represen-
tation not in D is the total space of such an extension. In fact, using (3.3) we can
explicitly construct the line L referred to in the proof of Theorem 2.1, that is, a
GN -invariant line L meeting D transversely at N . Here, each point of L \D will
be a non-split extension of N2 by N1.
Choose θ ∈ HomC(sN2, tN1) so that its image under the inclusion HomC(sN2, tN1)→
HomC(tN, hN), generates coker cN,N . Construct a new representation N(λθ) of Q,
depending on the complex parameter λ, as an extension of N2 by N1:
(3.10)
0 // N1(sα) //
N1(α)

N1(sα) ⊕N2(sα) //
N1(α) λθ
0 N2(α)



N2(sα) //
N2(α)

0
0 // N1(tα) // N1(tα) ⊕N2(tα) // N2(tα) // 0
The representation in the center is N(λθ). Evidently N(λθ) = N when λ = 0.
Since the tangent space to the line L := {N(λθ) : λ ∈ C} is spanned by θ, which
does not belong to im(cN,N) = TND, L is a complement to TND. It follows that
except for a finite number of values of λ, N(λθ) /∈ D and the extension (3.10) is
not split, and therefore generates Ext1Q(N2, N1).
Lemma 3.8. The line L = {N(λθ) : λ ∈ C} is invariant under the action of the
isotropy group GN ⊂ GLQ,d of N .
Proof. As observed above, GN = GN1⊕N2 is isomorphic to C
∗×C∗ acting by scalar
multiplication on each of the two summands. Let (u, v) ∈ GN . The diagram
N1(sα)⊕N2(sα)

u 0
0 v


//

N1(α) λθ
0 N2(α)



N1(sα)⊕N2(sα)
N1(α) uv
−1λθ
0 N2(α)



N1(tα)⊕N2(tα)

u 0
0 v


// N1(tα)⊕N2(tα)
commutes; it follows that (u, v) ·N(λθ) = N(uv−1λθ). Thus GN acts on L. 
This construction gives a self-contained proof of another sufficient condition for
the discriminant in Rep(Q, d) to be a linear free divisor:
Proposition 3.9. Let d be a real Schur root of the quiver Q, and let D ⊂ Rep(Q, d)
be the complement of the open orbit. If there is a GL(Q, d)-orbit which is open in
the irreducible component Di of D, then the equation f of the discriminant D (see
(2.1)) is reduced along Di. If this holds for each component of D then D is a linear
free divisor.
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Proof. We continue to use the notation and assumptions of Lemma 3.8. Regard λ
as a coordinate on L. Identify GN with C
∗ × C∗ as described above, and consider
the curve σ(u) = (u, 1) ∈ GN . As (u, 1) ·N(λθ) = N(uλθ), we have
(3.11)
d
du
(σ(u) ·N(λθ)) |u=1 =
(
0 λθ
0 0
)
= λ∂λN(λθ).
Now consider σ′(1) as an element of gl(Q, d) via the inclusion GN ⊂ GL(Q, d). Via
the infinitesimal action, it gives rise to a linear vector field δ on Rep(Q, d); (3.11)
means that δ restricts to λ∂λ on L.
Since the corank at N of the map cN,N is 1, its image generates the tangent space
TND. So we can choose vectors vi ∈ gl(Q, d), i = 1, . . . , r − 1, whose images under
cN,N form a basis for TND, where r = dimRep(Q, d). These extend to vector fields
δi = ω0(vi), i = 1, . . . , r − 1 (see (2.3)). The determinant ∆ := det(δ, δ1, . . . , δr−1)
is reduced at N since it is a unit times λ when restricted to L. Since it is not
identically zero, the vectors σ′(1), v1, . . . , vr−1 form a basis for gl(Q, d), so ∆ is a
non-zero complex multiple of f . It follows that f is reduced along Di. 
The center of GL(Q, d) is the quotient
∏
i∈Q0
Z(GLdi(C))/C
∗ id, and thus has
dimension equal to #Q0−1. Therefore it is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.6
that for a quiver linear free divisor, the number of irreducible components is one
less than the number of nodes in the quiver. This statement, which is valid in
greater generality, is attributed by Schofield in [Sch91] to V. Kac. Together with
Theorem 2.7, it gives the following strong restriction on those quivers Q which can
define a linear free divisor.
Theorem 3.10. If (Q, d) defines a linear free divisor then Q is a tree.
Proof. Each summand of Rep(Q, d) in (3.6) is an irreducible GL(Q, d)-module. So
their number equals ℓ = #Q1. The number k of irreducible components of D equals
#Q0 − 1. By Theorem 2.7, we have #Q1 = ℓ = k = #Q0 − 1 and hence Q is a
tree, as it is connected. 
Corollary 3.11. Let (Q, d) define a linear free divisor. Then there is a partition
Q0 =
⋃m
k=0Q
k
0 such that Q1 ⊂
⋃m
k=1Q
k−1
0 ×Q
k
0 . 
Proposition 3.12. Proposition 2.14 applies to quiver linear free divisors.
Proof. We have Rep(Q, d) =
⊕
α∈Q1
Hom(Cdsα ,Cdtα). Take the entries c
(α)
i,j in
the generic matrix, as coordinates on Hom(Cdsα ,Cdtα). The c
(α)
i,j , as α ranges
over Q1, give a set of coordinates on Rep(Q, d). For k ∈ Q0, let T (k) be the set
of diagonal matrices in GLdk(C), and let λ
(k)
j : T
(k) → C∗ be the j’th diagonal
element. The group GL(Q, d) contains T =
∏
k∈Q0
T (k)/C∗ id as a maximal torus;
we denote its members by #Q0-tuples τ = (τ
(k))k∈Q0 . Let λ
(α)
i,j be the character
on T corresponding to the coordinate c
(α)
i,j on Rep(Q, d). That is, if {e
(α)
i,j } is the
basis for Rep(Q, d) dual to the coordinate system {c
(α)
i,j },
λ
(α)
i,j (τ) = c
(α)
i,j (τ · e
(α)
i,j ).
Then we have
λ
(α)
i,j (τ) = λ
(tα)
i (τ
(tα))(λ
(sα)
j (τ
(sα)))−1
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For fixed α, λ
(α)
i1,j1
6= λ
(α)
i2,j2
if i1 6= i2 (or j1 6= j2), since then λ
(sα)
i1
6= λ
(sα)
i2
(or
λ
(tα)
j1
6= λ
(tα)
j2
), and the λ
(sα)
i and λ
(tα)
j are algebraically independent if sα 6= tα and
#Q1 > 1. The former holds by Theorem 3.10, and the case #Q1 = 1 is trivial. For
α 6= β, λ
(α)
i1,j1
6= λ
(β)
i2,j2
for all i1, j1, i2, j2, since by Theorem 3.10 either sα 6= sβ or
tα 6= tβ. 
Notice that in the proof we make use of the fact that a quiver giving rise to a
linear free divisor has no pairs of arrows with the same source and the same target,
and no arrow whose source is the same as its target, both of which follow from
Theorem 3.10.
3.3. Dynkin quivers. A quiver Q is a Dynkin quiver if its underlying graph is a
Dynkin diagram of type An, Dn, E6, E7 or E8. Gabriel proved in [Gab72], [Gab80]
that the Dynkin quivers are precisely those of “finite representation type”: that is,
such that for any d, Rep(Q, d) contains only finitely many orbits (see also [BGP73]
for a simpler account). If Q is a Dynkin quiver and d is any dimension vector
then Rep(Q, d) therefore contains an open orbit. If moreover qQ(d) = 1, then
dimPGL(Q, d) = dimRep(Q, d); it follows that the Lie algebra of linear vector
fields coming from the infinitesimal action of GL(Q, d) on Rep(Q, d) has dimension
equal to that of Rep(Q, d). Thus all that is needed for the discriminant D to be a
linear free divisor is that the determinant of the Saito matrix should be reduced.
Again, because Q is a Dynkin quiver, in each irreducible component of D there is
an open orbit. It follows by Lemma 3.9 that the discriminant is reduced. This gives
a concise proof of the following theorem from [BM06, Cor. 5.5] (in which the first
statement is well-known).
Theorem 3.13. If Q is a Dynkin quiver and qQ(d) = 1 then d is a real Schur root
and the discriminant in Rep(Q, d) is a linear free divisor.
3.4. Relative invariants. For a quiverQ and a real Schur root d ∈ NQ0 , Rep(Q, d)
is prehomogeneous for the action of GL(Q, d) by Remark 3.5. Denote by M(Q, d)⊥
the right orthogonal category of the generic representation M(Q, d) in Rep(Q, d),
that is, the full subcategory of all M for which
Hom(M(Q, d),M) = 0 = ExtQ(M(Q, d),M).
For M ∈ M(Q, d)⊥, fd,M defined by fd,M (x) = det(cx,M ) using (3.2), where x
are coordinates in Rep(Q, d), is a relative invariant as considered by Schofield in
[Sch91, §1]. We denote the character associated to fd,M by χd,M . Similarly one
defines relative invariants fM,d with associated characters χM,d for M in the left
orthogonal category ⊥M(Q, d) of M(Q, d) defined by
Hom(M,M(Q, d)) = 0 = ExtQ(M,M(Q, d)).
Assuming that Q has no oriented loops and that d is sincere, Schofield [Sch91,
Thm. 4.3] showed that if M1, . . . ,Mm, m = #Q1 − 1, are the simple objects in
⊥M(Q, d), then fM1,d, . . . , fMm,d form a basis of the ring of all polynomial rela-
tive invariants; the analogous statement holds true for M(Q, d)⊥. In particular,
fM1,d · · · fMr,d is a reduced equation for the discriminant D in Rep(Q, d). On the
other hand, an equation for D is given by
(3.12) f(x) = fd(x) = det(c¯x)
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with character χ = χd, where c¯x is the map induced by cx in (3.3) by factoring out
the diagonal C id from End
(⊕
i∈Q0
Vi
)
. Thus, Saito’s criterion proves
Proposition 3.14. Let Q be a quiver without oriented loops and with a sincere real
Schur root d ∈ NQ0 . Then the discriminant D in Rep(Q, d) is a linear free divisor
if and only if
r∑
i=1
deg(fMi,d) = deg(fd) = dimRep(Q, d).
The characters of GL(Q, d) are products of determinants on the factors GLdi(C),
i ∈ Q0, and hence X
∗(GL(Q, d)) can be identified with ZQ0 . Schofield [Sch91,
Lem. 1.4] and Buchweitz and Mond [BM06, Lem. 6.6] proved the following
Lemma 3.15. Let Q be a quiver and d ∈ NQ0 . We have χd,M = Em for M ∈
M(Q, d)⊥ and χM,d = −Etm for M ∈ ⊥M(Q, d), where m = dim(M). Moreover,
χd = (E − Et)d in case d is a real Schur root.
We can combine this with Corollary 3.11 to obtain a formula for the degree of a
polynomial relative invariant.
Proposition 3.16. In the situation of Corollary 3.11,
deg(fd,M ) =
m∑
k=1
k
∑
j∈Qk
0
dj

mj − ∑
j→i∈Q1∩(Qk0×Q
k+1
0
)
mi


for M ∈ M(Q, d)⊥ with m = dim(M), where we set Ql+10 = ∅. There is a similar
formula for deg(fM,d) if M ∈ ⊥M(Q, d).
Proof. As fd,M (λx) = λ
deg(fd,M )f(x), we have χd,M ([λ]) = λ
deg(fd,M ) where [λ] ∈
PGL(Q, d) = G is defined by λk id ∈ GLdi(C) for i ∈ Q
k
0 , using the notation from
Corollary 3.11. By Lemma 3.15 and Corollary 3.11,
χd,M = Em = m−Am =

mj − ∑
j→i∈Q1∩(Qk0×Q
k+1
0
)
mi


k=1,...,l, j∈Qk
0
.
As det(λk id) = λkdj for λk id ∈ GLdj(C), each vertex j ∈ Q
k
0 contributes a sum-
mand kdj
(
mj −
∑
j→i∈Qk
0
×Qk+1
0
mi
)
to deg(fd,M ). The claim follows. 
3.5. Euler homogeneity. Combined with Propositions 2.16 and 3.3, Lemma 3.15
gives the following characterization of Euler homogeneity for quiver linear free di-
visors.
Lemma 3.17. Let (Q, d) define a linear free divisor D and fix a Q-representation
M ∈ D. Then D is Euler homogeneous at M if and only if M decomposes as
M = M1 ⊕M2 such that 〈M1,M2〉Q 6= 〈M2,M1〉Q. In this case, M1 and M2 can
be chosen to have no isomorphic indecomposable summands.
Proof. By Proposition 3.3, the isotropy group of M with respect to GL(Q, d) is
AutQ(M) ∼= U ⋊
∏s
i=1 GLri(C) where the ri are the multiplicities of the indecom-
posable summands of M and U is a closed normal unipotent subgroup. Then also
the image of U under each homomorphism GL(Q, d)→ GLdi(C), i ∈ Q0, is unipo-
tent and hence lies in the kernel of det on GLdi(C). Thus U lies in the kernel of any
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character of GL(Q, d). Whether a character is trivial on the factor
∏s
i=1 GLri(C)
of AutQ(M) can be checked on the torus of diagonal matrices T = G
s
m. Indeed,
PGLri(C) is connected semisimple and has no non-trivial characters. So restriction
defines an injection
(3.13) X∗(AutQ(M)) →֒ X
∗(T ), χ 7→ χ|T .
For i = 1, . . . , s, let Ni = riMi be the product of isomorphic indecomposable
summands of M , as in Theorem 3.2, and let mi = dim(Ni) ∈ NQ0 be the cor-
responding dimension vector. An examination of the proof of Proposition 3.3 in
[Bri08, Prop. 2.2.1] shows that the ith factor of T corresponds to the subgroup
C∗ idNi ⊂ GL(Q, d). So the restriction of a character χ ∈ Z
Q0 = X∗(GL(Q, d)) to
T equals
(3.14) χ|T = (〈mi, e〉)i=1,...,s ∈ Z
s = X∗(T ).
Now by Proposition 2.16, Euler homogeneity of D at M is equivalent to χd being
non-trivial on AutQ(M), or equivalently by (3.13) on T . By (3.14), this means that
〈mi, χd〉 6= 0 for some i = 1, . . . , s. For a fixed i ∈ {1, . . . , s}, set m = mi and
n = d−mi. Then, using Lemma 3.15,
〈m,χd〉 = 〈m, (E − E
t)d〉 = 〈m, (E − Et)(m+ n)〉
= 〈m,Em〉 − 〈m,Etm〉+ 〈m,En〉 − 〈m,Etn〉 = 〈m,n〉Q − 〈n,m〉Q.
So finally Euler homogeneity of D at M is equivalent to
〈m,n〉Q 6= 〈n,m〉Q
for some splitting d = m+ n with respect to non-isomorphic indecomposable sum-
mands of M . 
Remark 3.18. The “if” part of Lemma 3.17 also holds in the situation of Re-
mark 2.17. However, it is not clear that with D also its reduction Dred is Euler
homogeneous at M . While the module Der(− logD) does not change if D is re-
placed by Dred, this is not clear for the property of being an Euler vector field.
Surprisingly, a different approach proves the following
Theorem 3.19. All quiver linear free divisors are strongly Euler homogeneous.
Proof. Let (Q, d) define a linear free divisor D and fix M = (V, f) ∈ D. By Corol-
lary 3.6.(1),M decomposes asM =M1⊕M2 = (V1⊕V2, f1⊕f2). Then ExtQ(M) =⊕2
i,j=1 ExtQ(Mi,Mj) is by (3.7) the normal space at M to the GL(Q, d)-orbit of
M in Rep(Q, d). In the sequence (3.3), it lifts to a subspace W =
⊕2
i,j=1Wi,j ⊂⊕2
i,j=1
⊕
α∈Q1
HomQ(Vi,α, Vj,α), such that {Mθ}θ∈W , Mθ := (V, f + θ), is an
affine space in Rep(Q, d) normal to this orbit. The representation Mθ splits if
θ1,2 = θ2,1 = 0. As the generic representation is indecomposable, the generic Mθ
can not split, and we must have ExtQ(M2,M1) 6= 0 after reordering the M1,M2.
Consider the 1-PSG λ : Gm → GL(Q, d)M that acts by the characters (1, 0) ∈ Z2
on the summands. As it is non-zero on the weights of the normal representation, it
induces an Euler vector field at M . At a smooth point of D, this is just the vector
field δ of the proof of Proposition 3.9. 
Combining Lemma 3.17 and Theorem 3.19 we find
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Theorem 3.20. Let (Q, d) define a linear free divisor D. Then any M ∈ D
decomposes as M =M1⊕M2 such that 〈M1,M2〉Q 6= 〈M2,M1〉Q. In this case, M1
and M2 can be chosen to have no isomorphic indecomposable summands.
3.6. Local quasihomogeneity. Under additional hypotheses, the construction
used in the proof of Theorem 3.19 can be used to show even weak local quasi-
homogeneity.
Proposition 3.21. Let (Q, d) define a linear free divisor. Then D is weakly
quasihomogeneous at M = (V, f) if M = M1 ⊕ M2 with M1 6= 0 6= M2 and
ExtQ(M2,M1) = 0; it is quasihomogeneous ifM =M1⊕· · ·⊕Mk with ExtQ(Mi,Mj) =
0 for all i ≤ j.
Proof. In the first case, the 1-PSG from the proof of Theorem 3.19 is non-negative
on the weights of the normal representation and the claim follows from Proposi-
tion 2.18. For the second statement, consider the 1-PSG λ : Gm → GL(Q, d)M that
acts by the characters (k− 1, k− 2, . . . , 1, 0) ∈ Zk on the summands of a decompo-
sition V = V1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vk corresponding to M = M1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Mk. By hypothesis, it
is positive on the weights of the normal representation and the claim follows again
from Proposition 2.18. 
The Auslander–Reiten translate of a Q-representation M is defined by
τM = DExt(M,CQ),
where DX = HomC(X,C). It satisfies ExtQ(M,N) = ExtQ(τM, τN) if N is a
non-projective indecomposable Q-representation (see [CB92, §6, Lems. 1, 2]). A
representation is preprojective if τkM is a non-zero projective CQ-module for some
k (in which case τk+1M = 0). In the case of Dynkin quivers, any indecomposableQ-
representation M is preprojective. Set ν(M) = k for the minimal such k and order
the indecomposable summands M1, . . . ,Mk of M so that ν(M1) ≥ · · · ≥ ν(Mk).
Consequently,
(3.15) ExtQ(Mi,Mj) = ExtQ
(
τν(Mi)Mi, τ
ν(Mi)Mj
)
= 0 whenever i ≥ j.
Using Proposition 3.21, this shows the following
Theorem 3.22. Any Dynkin quiver linear free divisor is locally quasihomogeneous.
Remark 3.23. Fehe´r and Patakfalvi [FP09, §5.2] used the same argument to show
more generally that all points in the representation space of a Dynkin quiver have
positive normal representations.
We can generalize the preceding arguments as follows. Like τ , its inverse functor
τ ′ defined by τ ′M = ExtQ(DM,CQ), leaves ExtQ invariant, and by close analogy
with τ , defines the class of preinjective Q-representations. A Q-representation is
called regular if it has no preprojective or preinjective indecomposable summands.
Assume that M is not regular. If it has a preprojective summand M1, we may
assume ν(M1) is minimal, and take a complementary summand M
′. Then using
(3.15) we get ExtQ(M1,M
′) = 0. Similarly if M has a preinjective summand
M2, we may assume ExtQ(M
′,M2) = 0, with M
′ a complement of M2. Then
Proposition 3.21 implies the following
Theorem 3.24. Let (Q, d) define a linear free divisor D. Then D is weakly quasi-
homogeneous at any non-regular point.
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3.7. The tame case. Recall that a quiver Q is called tame if the Tits form qQ(d),
defined in (3.4), is positive and non definite. Its kernel is then the one dimensional
module Z · δ generated by a positive sincere dimension vector δ ∈ NQ0 , which is
characterized by the following equivalent properties:
δ′ ∈ Z · δ ⇐⇒ qQ(δ
′) = 0⇐⇒ (δ′, d)Q = 〈δ
′, d〉Q + 〈d, δ
′〉Q = 0.
The goal of this section is to prove the following result.
Theorem 3.25. Suppose that (Q, d) defines a linear free divisor D. If Q is tame
then D is locally weakly quasihomogeneous.
For the rest of the section, we assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.25. Let
M be a point in D and let M = M1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Mr, r ≥ 2, its decomposition into
indecomposable Q-representations. According to Theorem 3.24, the only case for
which local weak quasihomogeneity needs to be proved is when all theMi are regular
indecomposable. Let us recall some facts about the regular Q-representations,
which can be found for example in [CB92]:
• The Auslander–Reiten functors τ and τ ′ applied to a regular indecomposable
Q-representation X satisfy X ∼= ττ ′X ∼= τ ′τX . We define τ iX for any i ∈ Z by
τ iX =
{
τ iX if i ≥ 0,
τ ′−iX if i ≤ 0.
• Define the defect of an indecomposable Q-representation X to be def(X) =
〈δ, dim(X)〉Q = −〈δ, dim(X)〉Q. Then, according to [CB92, §7, Lem. 2], the regular
indecomposable Q-representations are characterized by
X is regular ⇐⇒ def(X) = 0
• The regular Q-representations form a full Abelian subcategory. We call its
simple objects regular-simple.
• An indecomposable regular Q-representation X contains only a finite set of
regular Q-subrepresentations Xi which are organized in a composition series
(3.16) {0} = X0 ⊂ X1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Xr = X, Xr−i/Xr−i−1 = τ
iT,
where T is a uniquely determined regular-simple Q-representation. We call the τ iT
the regular-simple factors of X and T the top regular-simple factor.
• Conversely for any regular-simple Q-representation T 6= 0 and any r ≥ 1 there
is, up to isomorphism, exactly one indecomposable regularQ-representationX with
a composition series (3.16) having T as its top regular-simple factor. We denote
this module by X(T, r) and set X(T, 0) = 0. Then we have exact sequences
0 // X(τsT, r − s) // X(T, r) // X(T, s) // 0 , 1 ≤ s < r.
Lemma 3.26. Let X(T1, r1), X(T2, r2) be two regular indecomposable Q-representations.
(1) The space of homomorphisms HomQ(X(T1, r1), X(T2, r2)) is non zero if
and only if there are integers a, b ∈ N such that 0 ≤ a ≤ r1 − 1, 0 ≤ b ≤
r2 − 1, a+ r2 = b+ r1 and
τr1−1T1 = τ
a(τr2−1T2), T1 = τ
bT2.
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(2) The space of extensions ExtQ(X(T1, r1), X(T2, r2)) is non zero if and only
if there are integers a, b ∈ N such that 1 ≤ a ≤ r1, 1 ≤ b ≤ r2, a+r2 = b+r1
and
τr2−1T2 = τ
b(τr1−1T1), T2 = τ
aT1.
Proof.
(1) Consider a non zero homomorphism θ : X(T1, r1) → X(T2, r2). Its kernel
ker θ being again a regular Q-representation must equal X(τsT1, r1 − s), for some
s ∈ N such that 1 ≤ s ≤ r1. Since X(T1, r1)/X(τsT1, r1 − s) ∼= X(T1, s), θ induces
an injective homomorphism
θ : X(T1, s) →֒ X(T2, r2)
Its image, being a regular Q-representation, must equal X(τbT2, r2 − b), for some
integer b ∈ N such that 0 ≤ b ≤ r2 − 1. By uniqueness of the regular-simple
factors, we conclude that τs−1T1 = τ
r2−1T2. Setting a = r1 − s, this proves the
last assertion.
(2) The second part follows directly from the first using the Auslander–Reiten
formulas ([CB92, §6, Lem. 1])
ExtQ(X(T1, r1), X(T2, r2)) = D(HomQ(X(T2, r2), τX(T1, r1)))
= D(HomQ(X(T2, r2), X(τT1, r1)))

The following periodicity result on the regular indecomposableQ-representations,
which can be found in [CB92, Lec. 9], is a key ingredient of the proof of Theo-
rem 3.25.
Proposition 3.27. Let T be a regular-simple Q-representation. Then there is a
minimal integer p = p(T ) ∈ N, the period of T , such that τpT ∼= T . Then
(3.17) dimT + dim τT + · · ·+ dim τp−1T = δ
and X = X(T, r) is a brick if and only if dimX ≤ δ, or equivalently r ≤ p.
By this result, the set of regular-simple Q-representations, is the set of nodes
of a disjoint union of cyclic graphs QT = (T, τT, . . . , τ
p−1T ) in which p = p(T ),
and the arrows are all the (τ iT, τ i+1T ), 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1. Then by (3.16) the regular
indecomposable Q-representations X are in one-to-one correspondence with the
paths Γ(X) = (τaT, . . . , τa+r−1T ) indexed by (τaT, r), with τaT in the support of
some QT and r ∈ N. The entries of Γ(X) are the quotients Xr−i/Xr−i−1 in the
sequence (3.16) with T replaced by τaT , 0 ≤ a < p. By Proposition 3.27, the path
Γ(X) has no repeated node if and only if X is a brick.
Furthermore, ExtQ(X1, X2) 6= 0 if and only if X1 and X2 are associated with
the same QT , and by Lemma 3.26 we may write Γ(Xi) = (τ
aiT, . . . , τai+ri−1T ),
with a1 < a2 ≤ a1+ r1 ≤ a2+ r2−1: Γ(X1)∪Γ(X2) is again the support of a path,
and both initial and terminal node of Γ(X2) are the images of their counterparts
in Γ(X1) by translations τ
k 6= id. With this picture in mind, we are ready for the
proof of Theorem 3.25. We shall write d < δ if d ≤ δ (component-wise) and d 6= δ.
Proof of Theorem 3.25. Fix a regular point M in D with (regular) indecompos-
able summands X1, . . . , Xr. Then, by linearity, 0 = 〈δ, dimM〉Q = 〈δ, d〉Q, which
implies that the generic Q-representation M(Q, d) is a regular indecomposable
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X(T, r). By Remark 3.5 and Theorem 3.4, M(Q, d) is a brick with qQ(d) = 1 6=
0 = qQ(δ). Proposition 3.27 therefore shows that d < δ or equivalently r < p. This
implies also that eachXi = X(Ti, ri) has the same property so that ri < pi := p(Ti).
By Proposition 3.21, the claim follows if we establish the existence of a splitting
M =M1⊕M2 such that ExtQ(M2,M1) = 0. Let us consider a directed graph with
verticesXi and an arrow (Xi, Xj) if and only if Ext(Xi, Xj) 6= 0. Then the splitting
can be obtained by grouping theXi into two non trivial summands if and only if this
graph does not contain any directed loop. The theorem is therefore a consequence
of the following Lemma 3.28, and of the obvious fact that
∑k
i=1 dimXi = dimM <
δ. 
Lemma 3.28. Let X1, . . . , Xk be regular indecomposables with
∑k
i=1 dimXi < δ
and Ext(Xi, Xi+1) 6= 0 for i = 1, . . . , k − 1. Then we have Ext(Xk, X1) = 0.
Proof. According to Lemma 3.26.(2), the sets Γi = Γ(Xi) of all Q-representations
Xi lie in a single list QT . Moreover, the set
Γ(X1) ∪ · · · ∪ Γ(Xk)
is, by the preliminary description, a list with consecutive entries τa1T, . . . , τak+rk−1T
starting with initial entry of Γ(X1) and ending with the terminal entry of Γ(Xk).
This list has length ak + rk − a1 < p by (3.17) and the dimension hypothesis. The
result follows by applying Lemma 3.26.(2) again. 
3.8. Reflection functors. Reflection functors, introduced by Bernstein, Gel’fand
and Ponomarev in [BGP73], and independently as castling transforms by Sato and
Kimura (cf. Section 2.3), play an important role in the study of quiver representa-
tions. We shall show explicitly that they induce functors on the class of (strongly
Euler homogeneous) quiver linear free divisors.
Theorem 3.29. Reflection functors preserve the class of quiver linear free divisors.
Let Q be a quiver and denote by ek ∈ ZQ0 the unit vector corresponding to
k ∈ Q0. To a vertex k ∈ Q0 with no loop attached one associates a reflection
rk : Z
Q0 → ZQ0 by setting rk(m) = m− (m, ek)Qek. These reflections generate the
Weyl groupWQ ⊆ GL(ZQ0) which is of finite index in the group of transformations
which leave qQ invariant.
Reflection functors are a realization on quiver representations of the above re-
flections on dimension vectors. Quivers Q for which k is a source are transformed
to quivers Q∗ = rk(Q) for which k is a sink, and vice versa, by reversing all arrows
involving k. Dimension vectors d ∈ NQ0 with
(3.18) dk ≤
∑
k→i∈Q1
di
correspond to dimension vectors d∗ ∈ NQ
∗
0 with d∗k ≤
∑
k←i∈Q∗
1
d∗i via d
∗ = rk(d),
or more explicitly by d∗k =
∑
k→i∈Q1
di − dk and d
∗
i = di for i 6= k. Note that
condition (1) in Theorem 3.4 is invariant under d ↔ d∗. The correspondence can
be extended to a correspondence between the orbits in open subsets Rep′(Q, d) ⊂
Rep(Q, d) and Rep′(Q∗, d∗) ⊂ Rep(Q∗, d∗) as follows. For M = (Vi, fα) and M
∗ =
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(V ∗i , f
∗
α) = rk(M), these are defined by the conditions that, for all k,
(fk→i)k→i∈Q1 : Vk →
⊕
k→i∈Q1
Vi is injective and
∑
k←i∈Q∗
1
f∗k←i : V
∗
k ←
⊕
k←i∈Q∗
1
V ∗i is surjective.
Then the correspondence is given by
(3.19)
V ∗k = coker ((fk→i)k→i∈Q1 ) , Vk = ker

 ∑
k←i∈Q∗
1
f∗k←i

 , Vi = V ∗i , i 6= k,
f∗k→i∈Q1 and f
∗
k←i∈Q∗
1
being the canonical maps, and f∗α = fα for α ∈ Q1 ∩Q
∗
1.
We shall use the following trivial
Lemma 3.30. Let Q be a quiver, k a source or sink of Q, and d ∈ NQ0 . If
M ∈ Rep(Q, d) is indecomposable thenM = ekM orM ∈ Rep
′(Q, d). In particular,
if #Q0 > 1 and d is a sincere root then M ∈ Rep
′(Q, d) and (3.18) holds true.
Note that if (Q, d) defines a linear free divisor then the hypotheses for the last
statement in Lemma 3.30 are fulfilled. Indeed, Q must have a source k by The-
orem 3.10, d is sincere by definition and a Schur root by Theorem 3.4.(2), and
#Q0 = 1 would imply Q1 = ∅ and hence Rep(Q, d) = 0 by Theorem 3.10.
The following result can be found in [KR86, Prop. 4.1].
Theorem 3.31. Let k be a source of a quiver Q. The correspondence (3.19) induces
a homeomorphism
Rep′(Q, d)/GL(Q, d)→ Rep′(Q∗, d∗)/GL(Q∗, d∗)
preserving the isomorphism class of endomorphism rings.
Let us assume that (Q, d) defines a linear free divisor D and fix a source k of Q.
The case of a sink k can be treated similarly. We want to show that also (Q∗, d∗)
defines a linear free divisor D∗. Let us denote by Z = Rep(Q, d) \ Rep′(Q, d)
and Z∗ = Rep(Q∗, d∗) \ Rep′(Q∗, d∗) the complements of the domain and range
of the reflection functor. Note that Z and Z∗ are defined by the maximal minors
of (xk→i)k→i∈Q1 and
∑
k←i∈Q∗
1
x∗k←i and invariant under GL(Q, d) and GL(Q, d
∗)
respectively. So Z ⊆ D as a union of orbits excluding the open one.
Let us first assume that dk =
∑
k→i∈Q1
di. Then Z is defined by the determinant
det((xk→i)k→i∈Q1 ) of a generic matrix, and is hence an irreducible component of
D. A general point in Z is a direct sum of two indecomposables N1 and N2 subject
to the conditions in Proposition 3.7. Then Lemma 3.30, implies that, after perhaps
permuting N1 and N2, N1 = ekN1 and hence dimN1 = 1 by indecomposability
of N1. As Hom(N2, N1) = 0, this implies that ekN2 = 0 and hence 1 = dk =∑
k→i∈Q1
di. In other words, there a unique arrow α : k → l ∈ Q1 with sα = k and
Z is defined by xα = 0. Note that Q
∗ is the full subquiver of Q with Q∗0 = Q0 \ {k}
and d ∈ NQ0 restricts to d∗ ∈ ZQ
∗
0 . Then the inclusion ι : GL(Q, d∗) →֒ GL(Q, d)
defined by ι(g)k = gl and ι(g)i = gi for i ∈ Q∗0 identifies GL(Q, d
∗) with the
subgroup of GL(Q, d) that stabilizes the coordinate xα. Thus D is of the form
D = D∗×A1∪AdimD×{0} where D∗ is the linear free divisor defined by (Q∗, d∗).
We summarize these arguments as follows.
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Proposition 3.32. Let (Q, d) define a linear free divisor D. Then the following
statements hold:
(1) Q has both sources and sinks.
(2) For a source (or sink) k ∈ Q0, dk ≤
∑
k→i∈Q1
di (or dk ≤
∑
k←i∈Q1
di).
(3) In case of equality in (2), there is a unique arrow α : k → l ∈ Q1 with
sα = k (or α : k ← l ∈ Q1 with tα = k) and dk = 1 = dl. Note that
(Q∗, d∗) is then obtained from (Q, d) by Q∗0 = Q \ {k} and Q
∗
1 = Q1 \ {α}
and d∗ = d|Q∗
0
.
(4) If (Q, d) and (Q∗, d∗) are related as in (3), then (Q, d) defines a linear free
divisor if and only if (Q∗, d∗) does. Such linear free divisors are related by
D = D∗ × A1 ∪ AdimD × {0}.
Corollary 3.33. Let (Q, d) define a linear free divisor D and assume that di = dj
for all i, j ∈ Q0. Then di = 1 for all i ∈ Q0 and D is a normal crossing divisor.
Now let us consider the case dk <
∑
k→i∈Q1
di. Then Z ⊂ Rep(Q, d) and
Z∗ ⊂ Rep(Q∗, d∗) are invariant determinantal subvarieties of codimension at least
2. By Theorem 3.31 and Remark 3.5, condition (2) in Theorem 3.4 is preserved
under (Q, d) ↔ (Q∗, d∗) and there is an open orbit in Rep(Q∗, d∗) whose com-
plement D∗ is a hypersurface defined by a Saito determinant as in (3.12). Then
also Z∗ ⊂ Sing(D∗) by reasons of invariance and dimension. From Theorem 3.31,
one can then conclude that also condition (3) in Theorem 3.4 is preserved under
(Q, d) ↔ (Q∗, d∗). Thus, D∗ is a linear free divisor by Theorem 3.4. This proves
Theorem 3.29.
From Corollary 3.11 and Theorems 3.16 and 3.29 we obtain the following
Corollary 3.34. Each quiver defining a linear free divisor arises from an oriented
bipartite graph by a sequence of reflection functors and adding arrows k → l with
dk = 1 = dl. In other words, one can make m = 1 in Corollary 3.11 by such a
sequence of operations. Moreover, we have deg(fd,M ) = 〈π1(d), π1(m)〉 for M ∈
M(Q, d)⊥ and deg(fM,d) = 〈π0(d), π0(m)〉 for M ∈ ⊥M(Q, d), where m = dim(M)
and πk : NQ0 → NQ
k
0 are the projections.
Combining Proposition 3.14 and Corollary 3.34 proves the following
Theorem 3.35. Let Q be a quiver with a real Schur root d ∈ NQ0 and letm1, . . . ,mr
be the dimension vectors of the simple objects in M(Q, d)⊥. Assume that Q is
bipartite. Then D is a linear free divisor if and only if
∑r
i=1〈π
1(d), π1(mi)〉 =
dimRep(Q, d). There is an analogous statement using ⊥M(Q, d).
3.9. Examples. We shall give examples of linear free divisors in the tame case.
The property of weak quasihomogeneity, and hence the local logarithmic compari-
son theorem (cf. Theorem 1.2), holds at non regular points in D by Theorem 3.24.
We shall focus on regular examples where the final and most sophisticated part of
the proof of Theorem 3.25 is needed. We obtain in this way examples of linear
free divisors for which the local comparison theorem was previously unknown even
implicitly. If we eliminate the easy cases where the dimension vectors involve a ter-
minal arrow with dimensions (1, 1) the interesting examples are supported by E˜7
and E˜8. We illustrate this in both cases, limiting ourself to the two highest regular
dimension vectors and to the orientations of these quivers with arrows directed to-
wards the triple node. We refer to [CB92, Lec. 4] for the list A˜n, D˜m, A˜n, E˜6, E˜7, E˜8
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of tame quivers and the isotropic dimension vector δ of each one. According to the
description in §3.7, for any dimension vector d such that d < δ, the number of iso-
morphism classes of representations is finite, and hence so is the number of orbits
in Rep(Q, d). By Proposition 3.27 this covers the cases of all the regular linear free
divisors.
In the following statement we study the effect of reflection functors in the regular
case. We consider all the tame quivers with a fixed non oriented underlying graph
|Q| and we allow non sincere roots. Regularity is a property related to Q and
to d ∈ NQ0 and not to the quiver obtained by deleting the vertices with di = 0.
Regularity is now preserved by any reflection functor relative to |Q| because for any
such reflection d → d∗, we have δ∗ = δ and 〈d, e〉Q = 〈d
∗, e∗〉Q, and by regularity
d∗ ∈ NQ0 \{0} if d ∈ NQ0 \{0}. Notice also that these considerations are valid even
if we include reflections centered at vertices k such that dk = 0.
Proposition 3.36. (1) Let Q be a tame quiver and let d be a dimension vec-
tor with d < δ, and such that M(Q, d) is indecomposable and regular. Then the
discriminant in Rep(Q, d) is a linear free divisor.
(2) Let us consider the set of regular linear free divisors associated with quivers
Q′ having the same underlying graph |Q| as Q and dimension vector d < δ. This
set is finite and stable by reflection functors. Given any fixed orientation Q of |Q|,
any regular linear free divisor in Rep(Q′, d) can be transformed by a sequence of
reflections into a linear free divisor for Q.
(3) In the case of E˜7 and E˜8, and with a fixed orientation of arrows there are,
respectively, 20 and 28 distinct regular indecomposable dimension vectors, or, equiv-
alently, distinct regular linear free divisors, and among them respectively 6 and 7
classes, up to reflections.
Proof. (1) For the first statement we just use Lemma 3.9 which may be applied
because the finiteness of the number of isomorphism classes of representations of
dimension strictly less than δ implies that each irreducible component Di of D
contains an open orbit.
(2) The second statement is an easy combinatorial argument left to the reader.
(3) For the last statement we use the fact ([BB76]) that the Auslander–Reiten
functor τ is the same as the Coxeter functor obtained as the product of one reflection
at each vertex of Q. Therefore the classification that we want here is just the
classification under the action of τ . There are three indecomposable regular-simple
dimension vectors α, β, γ which are of period 4, 3, 2 and 5, 3, 2, for E˜7 and E˜8
respectively. From this we easily get the stated number of dimension vectors, and
the following list of reflection classes:
For E˜7: α, α+ τα, α+ τα + τ
2α, β, β + τβ, γ;
for E˜8: α, α+ τα, α+ τα + τ
2α, α+ τα + τ2α+ τ3α, β, β + τβ, γ.

In the case of D˜n or E˜6 all the examples constructed in a similar way either
correspond to a non sincere root or contain a terminal arrow with dimensions (1, 1)
as in Proposition 3.32.(3). In both cases the divisors are weakly quasihomogeneous
as a direct consequence of the Dynkin case.
In the case of E˜7 and of E˜8, with the orientation taking the central node as a
unique sink, we find, respectively, one regular indecomposable representation for
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E˜7 and four for E˜8 which are not of the above type. For these, Theorem 3.25 is
needed to prove weak quasihomogeneity.
Let us conclude by two significant examples of such dimension vectors. In the
case of E˜8 we give the regular divisor of highest possible dimension. The dimension
vector dmax shown below is equal to τα + τ
2α + τ3α + τ4α, where α is the non
sincere (regular) root with q(α) = 4 minimal, of period 5.
C2
C

C2
A
// C3
B
// C5 C4
D
oo C4
E
oo C3
F
oo C2
G
oo C
H
oo
and dimRep(Q, dmax) = 87. An equation for this divisor is
det(B) det(B|C) det(B|DEFG) det(BA|C|DEFGH) det(BA|DEF ) det(C|DEF )
det(B|DEFGH | im(D) ∩ im(C)) det(C|DEFG| im(D) ∩ im(BA)) = 0
whose eight factors are of respective degrees 4, 5, 11, 11, 13, 11, 14, and 18. Here
we write im(D) ∩ im(C) for two column vectors whose entries are polynomials of
bidegree (4, 2) in the entries of D and C, and which generate im(D) ∩ im(C) at a
generic point of Rep(Q, d).
In the case of E˜7 the divisor is of dimension type d = τβ+τ
2β for an appropriate
simple regular root β of period 3. In this case dimRep(Q, d) = 27.
C
G

C
A
// C2
B
// C2
C
// C3 C2
D
oo C2
E
oo C
F
oo
An equation for this divisor is
det(B) det(E) det(C|G) det(D|G) det(CBA|DEF |G) det(CBA|D) det(DEF |C) = 0
whose seven factors are of degrees 2, 2, 3, 3, 5, 5, and 7.
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